Mathematics
In mathematics the children will continue to
develop their knowledge and skills of the Four
Rules. They will apply these skills in everyday
problem-solving activities. They will continue to
practice their basic skills and times tables and they
should be encouraged to learn these at home.

Music
As musicians we will be exploring medieval instruments,
listening to medieval music, identifying and naming
medieval instruments. We will be playing instruments,

Enrichment
Activities
Class 2 will be having a
medieval banquet!

composing Music and following simple notations to play a
piece of music, playing different rhythms.

Art and Design/ DT
As artists we will study paintings of castles and create
our own images and models. We will be exploring the work

Religious Education
In R.E. Class 2 will explore Judaism
and will be comparing Christian
worship to the Jewish faith.

of Paul Klee and use ‘Castles and Sun’ as inspiration for
our own work. We will be using a range of resources

including pastels, watercolours and crayons to create self
portraits like those of a royal family. We will be
consolidating our shading and colour mixing skills
throughout in order to create quality finished pieces.
Class 2 will design and make shields and coats of arms. We

History

PSHE
Class 2 will discuss a knight’s code, rules, and
bravery. The sessions will also link to our Christian
Values. We will also explore ‘British Values.’

As Historians, we will be learning about the monarchy and
finding out interesting facts about British kings and queens of
the past and present. We will be learning about castles through
the ages and how their features changed over time. We will be
looking at the roles of people within the castle.

will be constructing our own castles making sure we
include all of the important features. We will be designing
and making a new tower for Rapunzel making sure it is
strong and secure!

